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Welcoming the
Sacred

Open Your Creation Vessel
Connect with the Spirit of
The Magdalene
and Allow her to
Open the Divine Feminine
Essence Flowing through
as you Move

Prayer to the Cosmic Mother

Oh, Great Mother, Divine Feminine, birther of the cosmos, lover unto Spirit,
Creatrix of all matter and Queen of all worlds within worlds and those without,
We call to you this hour. We are your children, hear our call. We are the
daughters and sons of your divine union, the flesh of your passion for life.
You, who lay with Spirit, our Father, in the Beginning of Time, and brought us
forth From the blessed union of Spirit and Matter, we are your children, the sons
and daughters of your flesh and your heart, and we remember your touch,
and the fragrance of your essence and we long for you.
Come into our hearts and gift us the remembering. Come into our minds and
open our genius. Enlighten us with your presence. Draw back the veils that we
might see, and harken the doors to open, that beauty and ecstasy may life in our
homes and hearts more fully.
This is our hour of greatest need. We call you through fire and water, through
earth and wind, through all that bears your name. We call all your lineages and all
your names. Come to us. Come to us.
So Be it.
--Judy Sion, The Magdalene Manuscript
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Today, the Sun is making its annual move into Leo
where it remains for about 30 days!
For the next 30 days the Sun illuminates the mysteries
of Self-Love connecting the miracles of selfconfidence, self-approval, self-acceptance and selfrespect. Within our inner heart flame, the flame of
divine love and acceptance, the pure essence and truth
of who we are and why we are here shines brightly.
When Leo is in its strength and power this energy
knows and remembers its radiant and shining divine
essence shared by all life. These words by Marianne
Williamson in her book A Return to Love sum up the
essence of the Leo mysteries…
We are born to make manifest the Glory of God
that is within us. It’s not just in some of us; it’s in
everyone. And as we let our own Light shine, we
unconsciously give other people permission to do
the same. As we are liberated from our own fear,
our presence automatically liberates others.
(modified from the Celestial Timings~Cayelin Castell)
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…It has been more than 30 years since the
Vatican formally proclaimed that Mary was
not the fallen woman of Luke’s gospel, and
that Pope Gregory the Great had created that
story to further his own purposes in the Dark
Ages. But two millennia of public opinion is
hard to erase. The Vatican’s admission of
error in the 1960’s hasn’t really been any
more effective than a retraction buried on
the last page of a newspaper. So essentially,
Mary Magdalene becomes the godmother of
misunderstood females, the first woman of
major importance to be intentionally and
completely altered and maligned by the
writers of history (his-story)…

~The Expected One by Kathleen McGowan
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But there is more…

Imagine the love of your life has been pulled from your
grasp and killed before your eyes. Imagine that the men
around you have tried to discredit you and your
spiritual wisdom from the beginning. Now imagine that
these men become active in trying to erase your life and
your story.

Would you feel sad? Or would you feel a deep, abiding
Holy Rage? The Magdalene does not disappear. She
pops up again in the folk mythology of Alexandria,
Egypt, and France. She survives this tragedy. And let me
tell you, as someone who is a survivor of domestic
abuse and violence, it is not the sorrow that drives you
out of the darkness into the light, that carries you into
health and a new story.
It is anger. Anger is close to optimism. It says: I do not
deserve this! I deserve better. Anger that this atrocity
has been done and anger that it is still being done. That
imperial and colonial systems still oppress and kill
women, children. Still discredit spiritual visionaries. Still
destroy our sacred groves and oceans and fields.
I say that Holy Anger got the Magdalene away from the
vengeful apostles, and out of the danger of Herod and
Pilate’s wrath. I say it drove her into new stories and
strange lands. It saved her.
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But it saved her for a very
fundamental reason.
She used it appropriately! She used
it to fuel her Vision…to propel her
into the next version of herself.

She used it as the energy she
needed to RISE from the ashes and
create a MOVEMENT of LOVE that
has encompassed the globe.
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HER GIFTS:
COMPASSION
AND GRACE

The Gene Keys, by
Richard Rudd, are a
divine download of the
64 sections of the I
Ching, reworked for
our new age. They
correspond with the
32 double helix strands
of our DNA, and as
such, speak deeply to
us on a soul level.

It will come as no surprise to many of you that the
Gene Key for Grace is number 22, the number of the
Prophetess.

“True Grace is difficult to describe in words.
The reason for this is that you need to
experience it in order to know what it is.
Although Grace is a word that is often used
in spiritual circles, it should not be used
lightly. Rather it needs to be treated with
the utmost respect. Grace has to be
earned through Graciousness…to find
graciousness in the face of suffering and
perhaps find something more…holiness,
itself, wearing a disguise. It teaches us not
to turn our face away from the pain life
offers us. We are all here to be tested until
we show that faith in nature herself can
never again be lost.”

“Grace is a presence that descends on humanity, and like all the Siddhis,
it requires that we meet it halfway, which for us humans may seem a
very long way. This is after all a perfected state in which everything
about you and your life will be changed permanently. When true Grace
descends, it wipes out all your past Karma in a flash. It also wipes out the
Karma of all your ancestors and all their ancestors. Grace softens your
rough edges, puts a permanent end to your fear and leaves you in no
doubt whatsoever about your divinity. It also ensures that you never
again forget. It is impossible to measure in words the sheer number of
blessings that Grace bestows when it alights on us.”

“One who has been touched by Grace is always
touched by Grace. If it happened to you one
millennia ago in another universe or in another
incarnation, it will never leave you. It will go on
bathing you again and again. To be in the
presence of someone manifesting this Siddhi is
to be entranced by the aura of love that
surrounds them. It is something you can never
forget, and it will stir your own soul to seek it
until you find it. Grace is the very breath of the
Divine. It is always there, waiting for us high
above, if we only persist in our sacrifices.
Wherever there is oppression, there is the
possibility of Grace. If you can face oppression
with a gracious spirit and a forgiving heart,
Grace will come to you sooner or later. Grace is
a feminine spirit, and she cannot resist giving
herself to those who smile in the face of
adversity.”

“You cannot hide from Grace. Grace is your
true nature. It is your inheritance. It is the
soul of the world. It is also a state that is
beyond the laws of our world. If Grace
touches you, you no longer create Karma.
If Grace touches you, you no longer have
your own destiny but become a musical
instrument tuned and played by the gods.
With Grace, all human emotion is instantly
transformed into love. It is not a state with
which most human beings are very familiar.
As a species however we are moving into a
new epoch that will be marked by Grace.”

“As a feminine spirit, Grace calls
upon each of us to listen and
receive her message and blessings.
Above all, remember this:
through Grace, the universe has but
a single wish– for you to remember
that you are love, and there is
nothing in you but love.”

GUIDED
MEDITATION
Blessed Mother,
As we ponder the gift that your life and example has
given humanity,
May we be blessed with your Grace.
May we always remember that Compassion and
Grace are gifts to be shared.
May we be reminded of the richness embedded in the
fabric of our aliveness.

May we be ever grateful for the gift of your love.

Mary Magdalene’s Birthday is March 22.
She was a Prophetess in a long continuing
line of them. So today we enter a
9-month caldron…a birthing caldron.
If you feel called to do this in a formal
way, the caldron of New Earth Priestess is
still accepting new members. We begin
formally next week. If you choose to do
this on your own, I invite you to be
mindful.

We have plenty of reasons to engage our
Holy Rage. Our world is in desperate
need of GRACE. Allow her to bring it
through you!

GRATITUDE
&
CLOSURE

